Definition Matching

Write in the term that matches each definition below.

A. feasible  F. recur
B. arbitrary  G. spontaneous
C. imminent  H. sporadic
D. incessant  I. wreak
E. phenomenon  J. culminate

1. 1) anything that can be observed or described or 2) something unusual = ______________________________

2. 1) unplanned or 2) produced without human labor = ______________________________

3. to bring about or inflict = ______________________________

4. happening occasionally = ______________________________

5. about to happen = ______________________________

6. to reach or bring to the highest point = ______________________________

7. possible or likely = ______________________________

8. determined by chance or whim = ______________________________

9. without interruption or continual = ______________________________

10. 1) to happen again or 2) to come to mind again = ______________________________